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[Figure XI.1.1  ChrIS Clarke In the mojave. Source: Chris Clarke]

Chris Clarke, environmental writer (Figure XI.1.1)

2-14-14,  natural Sisters Café, joshua tree, with jane tsong, Carlos 
flores, katie russell, tyler Prestien, and annette rojas

StUdy area

Compared to the rest of the mojave, the study area has wetter and 
deeper soils. the mountains are rising, and erosion creates the alluvium. 
Because of the ocean influence, the study area has cooler summers and 
warmer winters. 

the study area has a unique mix of joshua trees and junipers growing 
together (highly mixed plant communities). juniper/Pinyon/joshua tree 
woodland is a relic from the Pleistocene.

Yucca brevifolia forma herbertii

Study area joshua trees are Yucca brevifolia forma herbertii, which 
propagate successfully through ramets. In many locations you can see 
stumps sprouting, even after fire. 

We may be seeing ramets of joshua trees if the new growth is less 
than 20’ away from the mature trees (the reproductive failure discussed 
by Cole will not be a huge issue with this species).

off the I-5 south of gorman, joshua trees were burned in 2003-4. they 
are very good at resprouting in response to fire.

they can also propagate through seeds, but the seeds stay close to the 
tree and so the range doesn’t expand.

bIodIverSIty

from a biological point of view, most of the mojave is not studied. It 
is still terra incognita. accession records are mostly within 5 miles 
of paved roads. things that bloom in spring are disproportionately 
represented. there are constantly being things discovered: ranges being 
expanded, and species being split.

harsh conditions hamper studies (summer heat). most of the mojave is 
not well studied especially where the topography breaks up the land. 
Since the area is under great pressure from development, species that 
haven’t been studied may be lost.

ChangeS to eXPeCt

Sahara mustard, red brome grass, sheet grass, and buffalo grass 
could be expected to become more prevalent. fire could become more 
common.

eCoSyStem ServICeS

desert pavement (reddish/blackish color that isn’t vegetated) is 
particularly good at intercepting and holding particulate from dust. this 
is a huge service that is lost when its disturbed by development.

The role of desert soil as carbon sinks may be significant but is still 
being studied. See lynne fenstermacher (Unlv) and jane belnap 
(USgS). Caliche can be meters thick in places. there may be carbon that 
has been stored for thousands of years in it.

vegetation and desert pavement can actually trap particulate matter so 
it does not become airborne. Particles fall between parent rocks, who 
shift and rise, accumulating sediment beneath. 

mature desert pavement tends to be not vegetated. It can be Id’d from 
google earth. It is reddish and blackish.

desert varnish takes a long time to develop but also reduces erosion 
and mitigates dust.  

valley fever is a serious concern. It is also an environmental justice 
issue, because disproportionately, certain ethnic groups are more 
predisposed to it. african americans and asians suffer from valley fever 
the most.

Solar energy develoPment

“Why not look at the old alfalfa fields--develop these areas instead of 
the pristine areas.”

mitigation requirements will change, but running out of more land for 
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habitat won’t stop development. Solar companies have alternative 
ways to fulfill their mitigation requirements than providing habitat 
replacement. first Solar will be bulldozing 6 square miles to install 
photovoltaics. as mitigation, they will provide fencing along the road 
bordering a tortoise habitat area.

Condors are expanding their presence. they are being captive bred 
around ventura County/frazier Park/tejon ranch. as there are more of 
them, they tend to expand their search for prey.

CUltIvatIng SteWardShIP

Cash for Grass (LADWP) turns residential lawns into wildflower fields. 
there are desert Asclepias species that will attract monarchs.

Preserving land by setting up agricultural trusts/conservation trust that 
are part of the landowner’ will.

there is a citizen science app for reporting desert tortoise sightings. 
People at UfWC and blm have made this app. joshua tree national 
Park also has an app.

Citizen science could be very useful, however be careful things don’t get 
“loved to death.” bobcat pictures in facebook led to illegal trapping by 
furriers from russia and China. bobcat population took a nosedive.

there is much cultural work that can happen to help landowners 
want to do the right thing. a farmer in Santa Clara County wanted 
to preserve 800 acres of land by bequeathing it to a land trust, as an 
agricultural trust where people can still plow the land. however, he 
had to work really hard to do this! he didn’t want the land simply being 
another housing development.

develoPment 

Patchwork development- some is privately owned and it is reasonable 
to protect those small patches. Incredible pressure from development.

The social reality of the desert is that it is hard to find work. People will 
appreciate the jobs brought by any dollars for revitalization.

PlannIng for ClImate Change

to plan for climate resilience, avoid habitat fragmentation, create large 
patches.

our current desert ecosystem is very young—only 8k old. If there 
had been freeways every 3000 feet, joshua trees and Pinon juniper 
woodlands would not have expanded their range upward in elevation.

With climate change, fire will be more prevalent.

more common will be red brome, cheat grass, sahara mustard, buffalo 
grass. These are fire plants.

there will be more rabbits and coyotes, yucca night lizards. there will 
be no more pines and junipers.

other

the California desert Protection act will be reinstated soon.

a fear is that dreCP will serve as a blueprint for developing more of the 
desert. there is not enough attention paid to the fact that we don’t yet 
know what is in the desert. this plan assumes that if we do not have 
records, plants do not exist there.

jon feenstra, biological consultant (Figure XI.1.2 )

3-17-2014, email interview with jane tsong

Conservation in the antelope valley is something I’ve spent a lot of 
time thinking about. I’ve seen it change drastically out there in just the 
14 years I’ve spent birding there - new development, energy, housing, 
commercial, everything really.

as far as biodiversity, the major threats are pretty much the same there 
as in most other places - habitat loss and fragmentation. Particularly 
for species that are resident in such harsh, open places, large unbroken 
expanses of habitat is what is most important. Some notable examples, 
not really rare stuff, but species that are declining from current 
development practices: le Conte’s thrasher, golden eagle, burrowing 
owl, loggerhead shrike, black-tailed gnatcatcher (which has a extant 
population in the old-growth creosote along the northern edge of the 
av, at least until all the windmills went in).

Much of the current solar development has been justified by building on 
“previously disturbed” areas: overgrown agricultural fields, “ruderal” 
areas, and such. these areas, however, are valuable to wildlife by just 
being open and human-less, regardless of the native desert vegetation 
that remains on them. It’s not ideal, but it still counts as habitat, 
whereas solar farms do not.

the audubon Ibas (for which I consulted here in SoCal) were supposed 
to mark remaining habitat that surrounds areas of particularly high 
diversity. that’s good, of course, but what the Iba program was missing 
was a way to simply assign areas that weren’t necessarily important 
for maximum diversity, but rather important for the highly specialized 
desert bird species (like le Conte’s thrasher) that really only live in 
places with low diversity and require extensive open space away from 
development.

I suppose if I had my way, I’d move all the development to within 3 
miles of the 14 freeway, put all the solar arrays and windmills around 
peoples’ houses, and leave the rest of the desert (some farmland 
excepted) alone!
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near human development, the nest density of common ravens can be 
much higher than in more natural areas. 

trIColored blaCkbIrdS

The scarcity of this species is approximately equal to that of officially 
endangered species. the population decline recently has been 
precipitous. their nesting biology, requiring emergent marsh adjacent 
to grassland (native, non-native, agricultural) conflicts with most land 
and water management practices in California. they are particularly 
vulnerable because they nest in colonies, and an entire colony could be 
wiped out by harvest or predation.

hoW do mIgratIng bIrdS fInd oaSeS of habItat In the StUdy 
area?

they see open water as they migrate. the migration corridor through 
the antelope valley is different than the one along the coast and, as 
such, there are many differences in status and distribution.

In the fall migration, you see the same species as in the spring, but 
you’ll see a mix of ages, since they have already bred.

apollo Park doesn’t look like much but it’s the only thing around, and 
thus is attractive for migrants. there are multiple waterfowl species 
that migrate to above the arctic Circle—every species we see there is 
a migrant. this is migratory season. you can only see these species at 
this time of the year (or in the fall).

other noteS

Swainson’s hawk has a preference for sites near alfalfa fields in 
particular. long- eared owls sometimes have nested in the tamarix 
trees at Piute Ponds and apollo Park.

mockingbirds were seen almost everywhere. feenstra said they are 
natives and don’t appear to have obvious negative impact on other 
species. this is another example of a bird that has responded positively 
to human development. they were no doubt always present in the 
antelope valley but have increased in numbers with exotic trees, 
bushes, and irrigation.

What were birds doing before agricultural fields provided habitat? There 
were grasslands and wetlands while the water table was higher.

mountain plover is one of the species in precipitous decline. In 
some years, 1-10% of the global population can winter in the av in 
agricultural areas. they used to winter in prairies, which are now gone. 
So alfalfa stubble is their only remaining habitat.

Planning around endangered species is important but you really want to 
try to prevent the bird populations from getting to that stage.

ebird data is biased toward high diversity sites. People like to bird at 
rewarding sites.

local (study area) naturalists/conservationists are relatively few in 
number. they are not well organized, and they are not well funded.

by virtue of having no humans on it, even disturbed land can be 
important habitat.

john gaglione, owner, fairmont Store 

(Figure XI.1.3 )

11-23-2013 and 2-28-2014, fairmont Store, with jane tsong

 

he loves the poppies. the local ones are perennial. he said we can 
easily see them on the embankment behind the store and that indeed, 
the area near the market has the most poppies.

the reserve doesn’t have as many poppies. the State has been over-
managing things. they just acquired new land due to mitigation for 
wind/solar. this is the worst thing that can happen for poppies! you can 
be sure that if the state manages it, there will be even fewer poppies!

grazing by sheep provides fertilization, and aeration, through their 
hoof action. they eat dead poppies and excrete the seeds. their poop 
creates a perfect little package that helps the poppies grow. there used 
to be many flocks. Now there are less so. The reserve does not allow 
grazing.

mostly the adjacent lands are residential agriculture—all small 
holdings about 2.5-5.5 acres with homes and small agribusinesses or 
subsistence farming, cash crops or livestock.

onions, carrots and grapes. these are irrigated. alfalfa is a perennial 
crop—it’s on a 7 year seeding program. grain hays are annual crops.

barley is raised for grain. this is beardless barley (no malt). barley is 
drylands farming. there is no irrigation involved. It is seeded every time 
you want a crop.

alfalfa is irrigated. there is a seven year cycle. you plant the crop. It 
produces well for four years, then it decreases in production. at the 
seventh year, you reseed it. most farms use groundwater. they have 
wells on their own property.

Solar development causes 100% destruction of the land/habitat.

heading east toward lancaster, the land drops in elevation. there are 
now species you can see around the neighborhood which you never saw 
west of 210st street before—such as roadrunners and bugs. bobcats 
were never on this side of 300th street before. this change of range 
was not caused by any new housing developments. the housing has 
stayed the same. maybe they are here to eat the roadrunners?

joshua trees and junipers were razed for solar developments. Solar 
developments increase temperature and disturbance. there are no 
tortoises in this area. but as long has he’s been here (24 years), there 
have been ravens.

most people do care about nature in the av. most people come from 
elsewhere, so they don’t take things for granted. Some people come 
from San diego—from all over.

you can still see wagon trails in the hills from a century ago. tracks stay 
there forever.

john came from la, then moved to Palmdale, then moved here 
(fairmont?). he came here to raise his kids in an agricultural setting. his 
ancestors came over on the Mayflower 2, in 1692. He grew up on farms 
all over the country. he wanted his kids to know how to raise meat, and 
to track deer in the hills. they raised livestock.

When John first arrived in Antelope Valley 24 years ago, all the homes 
were 100% owner occupied. everything was well kept, houses painted, 
it was safe.

Species requiring large expanses don’t thrive near edge: le Conte’s 
thrasher is possibly the best example. loggerhead shrike, lesser 
nighthawk and greater roadrunner are others. In order to preserve those 
species, you just have to have enough expanses of undeveloped land. In 
low biodiversity habitat such as desert scrub a large area of habitat is 
needed to maintain the needs of any species that lives there.

the le Conte’s thrasher site we visited is an island of habitat 
surrounded on all sides with development. jon is expecting that one 
day he will come here with a client and it will have been gobbled up by 
development. there has been a for sale sign on the land.

It is the Le Conte’s site closest to LAX. If a client flies out to see 
leConte’s, this is the most convenient site to visit.

le Conte’s is shy and inexplicably absent from many areas of suitable 
habitat. even on suitable habitat, there are never many of them.

ravenS

ravens harass and predate on all species. they eat nestlings. during 
our visit, we even saw one harass a great horned owl. Another flew by 
with a duck egg in its mouth. there was no landscape we visited where 
ravens were not present. We saw a raven’s nest on a power pole.

do tranSmISSIon PoleS degrade habItat?

both red-tailed hawks and common ravens nest in trees, transmission 
towers, and various other man-made structures throughout the 
antelope valley. the hawks nest at relatively low density, but, in areas 

[Figure XI.1.2  jon feenStra CheCkS to See If le Conte’S thraSher Can StIll be foUnd In a fragment of deSert SCrUb 
reCently enCloSed by develoPment.]

5-11-2014, Site visit, with jane tsong

jon counts birds all day long. he has a staff of consultants who also 
conduct surveys. Sometimes he is flown into sites in the mountains. The 
site office has a helipad. When he’s ready to be picked back up, he calls 
for a lift out. there are very remote places with rugged terrain—but 
within ten minutes of downtown los angeles!

he has birded in the la area for about 14 years. he has not been 
watching birds in the antelope valley as long as kimball garrett, 
who has been doing this since the 60s, when the valley was mostly 
agricultural. due to the decline of agriculture, however, perhaps the 
valley is now more of a ‘natural’ state.

the study area is habitat for the farthest western population of Inca 
dove, and the farthest south population of Swainson’s hawk and ladder-
backed woodpecker

the federal requirement for permitted biological surveyors is to report 
what you see. you have an ethical and a legal obligation to report 
what you see. but, biological consultants often sign a non-disclosure 
agreement with the client, keeping all information private.

edge verSUS large eXPanSeS

In the study area, development is increasing the number of non-native 
trees in the landscape. trees didn’t used to exist to this extent- there 
were only joshua trees, junipers, some willows, and cottonwoods in 
drainages. generalist species are favored in edge habitats and this 
habitat is becoming dominant as development radiates out from the 
freeway.
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kimball garrett, ornithology Collections manager, 
natural history museum of los angeles County (Figure XI.1.4, Figure 
XI.1.6 )

3-17-2014 and 4-9-2014, email correspondence with Jane Tsong; 03-24-
2014, natural history museum, with jane tsong

Q-There is a lot of information on the significance of the dry lakes on 
bird life, but what about patterns of bird life in the other parts of the 
valley? 

there are actually a number of discrete (and overlapping) habitat 
types in the antelope valley—joshua tree woodland, juniper-joshua 
woodland, creosote scrub, atriplex scrub, active agriculture, degraded/
abandoned agriculture, wetlands, washes, ranchyards, residential 
areas, etc.  bird diversity is generally low to moderate in most of these 
habitats, but there are many specialized and localized species that 
use them.  any kind of desert woodland or desert scrub habitat in the 
antelope valley has suffered from huge reductions in extent and habitat 
quality from agricultural development, urban development, offroad 
activities, illegal dumping, unnatural fire regimes, etc.  It should be an 
absolute tenet of any antelope valley management plan that zero 
additional acreage of intact natural desert scrub/woodland habitat 
should be developed or otherwise negatively impacted.  [of course that 
won’t happen, but it’s the only thing that makes ecological sense to 
strive for.]

[Figure XI.1.4  kImball garrett verIfIeS neW SIghtIngS rePorted on the CItIzen SCIenCe WebSIte, ebIrd.]

Q-What is your opinion on the significance of Audubon designated 
Important bird areas (Ibas)? the description of the antelope valley Iba, 
for example, describes the role of the human landscape (agriculture and 
windbreaks) in the current species composition. yet as I understand, 
agriculture in that portion of the valley is no longer as extensive as it 
was several decades ago. how closely is that area’s importance related 
to agriculture?

agricultural habitats are bird-rich—perhaps even the richest habitats 
in the antelope valley.  Species of high conservation concern 
(e.g. mountain plover, swainson’s hawk, burrowing owl, tricolored 
blackbird) depend largely or entirely on agricultural landscapes in the 
Antelope Valley, e.g. alfalfa fields, sheep-grazing fields, well-planted 
ranchyards, agricultural infrastructure (canals, culverts, etc.). the 
cutbacks in agriculture (due mainly to the economic imperative of urban 
development and increasing costs/scarcity of agricultural water) have 
greatly diminished populations of all of these species in the antelope 
valley— with some on the brink of disappearing.  So I would include 
many agricultural landscapes in the mix of what ought to be preserved.

Q-our group was advised to choose some “design species” — we could 
use some advice on what bird species to include. 

all of the listed species, certainly (such as those I’ve mentioned 
above).  these are the easy ones to address.  but I would add many 
open-country species whose numbers are rapidly diminishing (western 
meadowlark, horned lark, loggerhead shrike, etc.)  and I would include 
all species that are essentially restricted to desert scrub or desert 
woodland habitats (e.g. cactus wren, le Conte’s thrasher, ladder-backed 

now some people are attracted to living here because there are higher 
welfare benefits than in LA County. Those people are renters. They like 
that the law enforcement here is lax.

john has been burglarized twice—these are the meth people. People 
in these areas do their own law enforcement. the police don’t help 
out. Still, he was burglarized. When he first came here, he never even 
used the lock on his gate—it rusted from disuse. now, he has a cellular 
alarm on his home. this is probably since about 2006.

most of the surrounding land is dormant. this is because of water 
adjudication. farmers have sold their land to developers, then they 
walked away.

others may not be farming because they don’t want to invest money in 
wells when they don’t know what the cost of water will be (adjudication 
has not been resolved).

the land was cleared from agricultural use in the past. native plants 
don’t grow back once you disturb it. only russian thistle comes 
(tumbleweed).

Who is buying the land? developers and speculators.

most of the farming you see is lease farming. When the water table 
comes up high and it becomes profitable to pump, the land is leased to 
farmers.

that’s been the cycle for as long as john has been here.

Small production for farmer’s markets has been increasing—because 
this can be done on a small scale.

[Figure XI.1.3  john gaglIone, dIeter hornemann, and tammy eSteS dISCUSS road CloSUreS on a raIny afternoon.]

there are strange things happening.

now la County has been accusing people of not cleaning their 
property. the other day a woman came in crying because County people 
showed up with guns and scared her and told her that her property 
wasn’t clean. another guy got sent to jail for several months because 
he was accused of not keeping the property clean.

Changes to zoning have occurred, that make it hard for people to keep 
up. If they don’t live on the land, they cannot have a vehicle parked on 
it.

[Customers, apparently regulars, walk in and ask “are the roads ok?” 
Info is exchanged on which roads have been shut down due to flooding. 
as those customers leave, more come in.  “how’s the road?” “What 
section is bad?”]
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environment that determine the specific range of species, and we 
do not understand all these aspects. garrett is skeptical of habitat 
modeling in general and points out several specific instances where 
modelling has resulted in erroneous range maps.

garrett was always surprised how little birdlife is at ripley. Is this 
because of its isolation? 

data

vast areas of the antelope valley have been surveyed by biologists, 
especially in connection with renewable energy development; but much 
of that information has not been made public.

rodentS

Q- Is it safe to say that there is a healthy rodent population if bird of 
prey populations are healthy? (i. e. use bird of prey data as a surrogate 
for rodent data? ) 

no. there are too many kinds of rodents which all behave differently. 
there are not as many rodents as there used to be. Citizen Scientists 
would be challenged to identify them.

lISted SPeCIeS verSUS other deClInIng SPeCIeS

most mandated conservation action only applies to formally listed 
species (and in fact “conservation” of listed species is more like a 
set of compromises that allow a large amount of take in exchange 
for some protection).  this would all be great if all birds that are truly 
declining, threatened, or endangered received formal listing.  but in 
fact endangered species listing is absolutely a process impacted by 
politics and economic concerns, even though it was never intended to 
be.  So conservation actions for many candidate species never come 
about because USFWS finds a reason not to afford Endangered Species 
act (eSa) protection.  I’m sure you’ve followed the case of the mojave 
ground Squirrel, with listing essentially revoked at the urging of kern 
County developers. my view is a cynical one, of course, but I’ve seen 
too many proposed listings denied to have any faith that the current 
eSa system will ever be successful in preserving our biodiversity.   

there is the view that affording eSa protection to some species will 
provide “umbrella” protection for other species sharing the listed 
species’ habitat.  this does happen to a degree, but not in highly 
threatened habitats that lack any listed species.  joshua tree woodland 
is a good example, as are native grasslands, creosote scrub, and 
saltbush scrub.  Until joshua trees are listed (or other species that 
serve as “umbrellas” for an entire habitat, I don’t see how there will 
be any formal protection of such habitat except through the work of 
private landholders and ngos (like the nature Conservancy, Wildlands 
Conservancy, etc.). 

I don’t know if desert tortoise, for example, is a good umbrella species 
for all mojave desert habitats. the California bird Species of Special 
Concerns list (and there are parallel lists for mammals, herps) was 
intended to provide recognition by the state of non-listed species that 
merited conservation action and protection.  that’s great in theory, but 
the problem is that SSC listing has no regulatory teeth.

tom maloney, executive director, tejon ranch 
Conservancy (Figure X.1.5)

mike White, Conservation Science director, tejon ranch 
Conservancy

2-28-2014, tejon ranch Conservancy, with tyler Prestien, jane tsong, 
katie russell, Carlos flores

the ConServanCy

tejon is where four ecoregions come together: Sierra nevada, Central 
valley, mojave, and Southwestern California. as California becomes 
increasingly crowded, protecting our diverse wildlife while producing 
the resources we need to live is critically important. With the 
Conservancy, the ranch is now a valuable living laboratory for scholars 
and scientists. tejon ranch represents an extremely critical piece of 
a larger, continent-wide conservation effort to create important and 
unobstructed routes or “corridors” for wildlife.  Significant public and 
private conservation investments have been made to create this vital 
corridor for wildlife, as needed habitat is increasingly threatened by 
land use and climate change.

between the San joaquin valley and antelope valley sides, there are 
112,000 acres of grasslands. these include native perennial grasses. 
grasslands on the San joaquin valley side are high quality grasslands. 
Whatever ranchers have been doing, they have been doing it right. this 
may also have to do with soil and climate. 

there are a maximum of 14,500 head of cattle permitted on tejon 
ranch at any given time.

one third of California’s oak taxa are represented on 84,000 acres of 
oak woodlands. the ranch holds the westernmost extent of joshua tree 
woodland.

Conservation on tejon ranch is all via conservation easement. the 
Company owns the land. the Conservancy manages the land. the 
nature Conservancy holds easements for 32,000 acres adjacent to the 
ranch. 

tejon ranch is positioned to do ‘whole watershed’ restoration.

Pronghorn were locally extirpated and then repopulated on the av side, 
from a population in modoc. but they keep declining. 

tejon ranch Company is doing a project (tejon mountain village) similar 
to San lucia development in Carmel valley which merges conservation 
with development, however the development side of that project is 
stronger than the conservation side.

Center for biological diversity lost a CeQa case against tejon mountain 
village (tejon ranch Company). 

Ca State Parks have limited resources and under economic uncertainty. 
they are good at interpretation. rather than invest in a new state park, 
what if Ca State Parks was contracted to manage interpretation on 
tejon ranch conservation lands?

mIgratory bIrdS

hundreds of migrant birds pass through the ranch via the desert. 
migrants from mexico migrate from south toward north through the av. 
they migrate at night because there is no convection at that time—

woodpecker, verdin,  bell’s sparrow, Scott’s oriole, black-throated 
sparrow, etc.).  and raptors (many mainly or exclusively in winter) such 
as golden eagle, prairie falcon, ferruginous hawk, long-eared and short-
eared owls, etc.

Q-If you were planning land use in the antelope valley, what 
recommendations would you make? We have been exploring 
opportunities for connectivity, such as by replacing single use with 
multiple use zoning, or creating incentives for private landowners 
to manage their land in a way consistent with biodiversity goals (for 
example, since wildflowers may benefit pollinators and wildlife, what 
about incentivizing management of private land to maximize wildflower 
display and regeneration of vegetative cover? Such a strategy might 
have positive impacts on flood control, ecotourism, agriculture, and 
quality of life).

this is a touchy issue and complicated one.  obviously preserving the 
largest possible tracts of native habitat and making sure they are as 
connected as possible is important.   I would limit the urban footprint 
to the area it now occupies and no more.  I would site any proposed 
renewable energy development on already-degraded land such as 
abandoned agricultural fields.  That was a key recommendation of the 
desert renewable energy Conservation Plan but in practice was largely 
ignored since most of the mega-developments were pre-approved and 
not subject to the plan (or have been pushed through since the plan was 
developed without regard for the principles of the plan).

I would emphasize that the antelope valley is an extremely windy place 
(prevailing westerlies), and that any impacts that disturb/soften natural 
desert soils have major impacts on quality of life.  natural habitats in 
the antelope valley are not especially emissive, but disturbed habitats 
are disastrously emissive.

the variability of some species depends on rainfall. after rainfall, with 
lush growth of annuals, short eared owl populations increase. but they 
disappear during dry years. this species will be affected by climate 
change.

PIUte PondS  

Some species are seen there that breed almost nowhere else. 
redheads are an example.

trIColored blaCk bIrdS

due to loss of agriculture, this species is no longer common. they like 
marshes near reservoirs, and can commute up to 10 mi. to feed. an 
agricultural field within miles of Piute Ponds still counts as habitat. 
formerly, there were also colonies at lake Palmdale, fairmont reservoir 
and a drainage area adjacent to the aqueduct.

CONDORS were never in the flat part of the valley. Maybe at one time, 
when there were herds of pronghorns. but even when there was more 
grazing in the valley, garrett is not aware of condors having used the 
valley.

develoPment

the greatest thing that happened to the antelope valley was the 
economic downturn, which slowed down residential sprawl.

the grasslands where the tejon ranch developments will be built are 
probably very likely what the whole valley used to look like.

revegetatIon of falloW land

revegetation is out of the question. the desert land, once devegetated, 
does not recover.

ClImate Change

the short-term impacts of climate change are harder to assess 
compared to the direct and dramatic impacts of habitat loss and 
modification caused by human land use patterns.

hoW to USe ebIrd

kg is one of the people who vets ebird entries for la County. as we 
sat there looking at ebird, he noted numerous suspect entries. Some 
people who enter info are 100% solid. others are 100% not solid, and 
their data will not be visible to public users. however, the whole range 
in between? It’s not easy to flag and vet all that data. 

however, ebird works because it’s a robust database. Christmas bird 
counts and ebird can provide valuable data to view large scale trends. 
however, on a small detailed site scale it is problematic.

eBird started in 2004. Occasionally field notes are back entered, so 
older data may exist on it. Will historical data then be back-entered? kg 
is working on backentering his personal notes. however, historical data 
may not be complete enough to enter into ebird. for example, it may not 
be locatable to a specific point on a map or may be missing metadata.

When you zoom out, you see grey areas that indicate where no 
sightings have occurred.

California natural diversity data base (Cnddb) is of spotty value for 
birders.

Can Citizen Science help with refining distribution info of use to 
scientists to make planning decisions? If input is project oriented, it can 
provide new data points. But in terms of providing answers to scientific 
questions, it’s not so simple.

ravenS

flocks of ravens from dozens to hundreds of birds can commonly be 
seen in the antelope valley.  the habitat fragmentation and subsidy 
map should include powerpoles and other nest sites. If so, the whole 
map would be covered with pink. 

Crows have proliferated recently. they are mostly only ‘in town’—(in 
the desert part of lancaster.) they are not found outside of town.

leaSt bell’S vIreo

Look in flood basin of Amargosa Creek (Avenue H near the 138). There 
are willows there that were partly cut down. 

moUntaIn PloverS used to be common (through the center of 
antelope valley South of edwards air force base)

habItat maPS baSed on ComPUter modellIng

these maps are not necessarily accurate. they may underestimate or 
overestimate distribution. for a better picture, use ebird. you cannot 
generalize from known habitat data. there may be aspects of the 
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at San joaquin valley, the Conservancy is asking the ranchers to graze 
more so thatch doesn’t accumulate. to do this, they need enough 
water in the field for cattle to drink. The Conservancy is applying for 
funding for infrastructure improvements such as troughs, fences, pipes, 
tanks, which will be required in order to work with ranchers to test the 
hypothesis. In some instance, the Conservancy is asking ranchers to 
do something diametrically opposed to how they have been doing it for 
years.

tejon ranch Conservancy does private working lands conservation. 
they can rewrite their plan every 5 years to accommodate what they 
learned through science. 

the ranch also has orchards, pistachios, mining, and oil and gas (on 
kern County side).

other WIldlIfe

badgers are both a species of concern as well as a game species. 

hunting of feral pigs is permitted. California treats pigs as game, not as 
pests. 

hunting of pigs results in the presence of carrion, a food source for 
condors.  eliminating pigs (which is not feasible) could reduce a condor 
food source. 

reCommendatIonS for the StUdy area

Sprawl/development is the biggest stressor

agriculture conversion

recovery from past agriculture

Connectivity for what? land along the 138 is so fragmented.

Dryland farming occurred in the 1930s and 1940s. Need to “Get to 
Scale.” restoration at  a large scale is problematic.

for the study area, tdrs and Pdrs (transfer development rights) 
are appropriate. this is a method to rationalize development by 
concentrating it. 138 will be widened. SC Wildland (Penrod, 2012) links 
through the antelope valley are very tenuous already. 

develoPment on the ranCh

tejon ranch is 270,000 acres, of which 240,000 total will be 
conserved.  the breakdown is 62,000 acres of easements purchased 
by Conservancy, 145,000 acres outside of development planning areas 
dedicated by Company, and 33,000 acres within development planning 
areas will be dedicated by Company.  the strict rules apply only to 
tejon mountain village (with a 2 acres development envelope).  23,000 
units are proposed for the 11,000 acre Centennial planning area.  the 
Conservancy’s management plan is revised every 5 years.

one element of the agreement was that development of a State 
Park unit on tejon ranch would be pursued.  the Conservancy can 
oversee the stewardship but could benefit from DPR’s experience 
with interpretation and environmental programming.  the idea of a 
contractual state park, where the Conservancy would pay dPr to 
running interpretation and programming at tejon ranch.

jeff marshall, geomorphologist, Cal Poly Pomona

2-01-2014 , Cal Poly Pomona geology classrooms, with Carlos flores, 
katie russell, tyler Prestien, jane tsong

groUndWater and faUltS

groundwater is largely controlled by the formation of rocks 
underground.

fault lines often cause springs to well up.

Faults often create impermeable barriers to groundwater flow that 
force water toward the surface.  

generally, the outline of groundwater basins are similar to the outlline 
of the surface watershed, but can be different depending on what is 
going on underground.

UrbanIzatIon

antelope valley is the natural frontier for future los angeles growth 
northward.

attItUdeS toWard the deSert

as someone who grew up in los angeles, the view on the antelope 
valley was that it is the “wild desert” north of the city and mountains.  
Its a place where you drive through, hike, or go camping.  others see 
it as a wasteland for off-roading or a great place for these alternative 
energy structures to go.

People don’t look at the desert as a place to be planned, but now we 
have to.

[Figure XI.1.5  tom maloney and ben PreParIng a PoWerPoInt PreSentatIon.]

Citizen Science is an ongoing and essential part of Conservancy 
programs. the Conservancy also encourages partnerships with 
institutions for long term research projects (such as with the range 
ecology lab at berkeley) and collaboration with surrounding land 
managers. 

WorkIng WIth ranCherS to manage graSSlandS

half the ranch is grazed grasslands. We are stuck with grazing. how 
can grazing enhance biodiversity?

Science-based adaptive management: “learning by doing.”

ten different kinds of grasslands have been categorized on the ranch. 
each kind has its own species composition and wildlife associations. on 
the San joaquin valley side, there is very little native grass much many 
native forbs/flowers including special status wildlife. The emerging 
hypothesis is that cattle selectively eat the nonnative annual grasses, 
taking them out of the system. they avoid lupine.

the timing and intensity of cattle grazing is important. the annual 
grasses are actually terrible habitat. even cattle don’t like it once it gets 
older. the grasses grow and leave lots of thatch. If thatch is removed, 
habitat is improved. ask ranchers to graze in the winter, not in the 
summer, to prevent the build-up of the thatch.

on the av side there are native grasses and forbs. the soils and rain are 
different. We know less about them and are starting to study plots on 
that side.

only laminar flow. Then they head into the canyons of the Tehachapis, 
which have a north-south orientation.

manzana wind facility is nearby (near rosamond).

jerre Stallcup discovered that there was little usable data about 
locations in the tehachapis used by migratory birds—not enough to 
rationalize planning decisions.

In kern County, many condors have telemetry units. these will soon be 
upgraded with gPS transmitters. In europe, they have a system where 
the frequency of the transmitters is picked up by the tower, which 
automatically shuts off turbines as the birds approach.

the local wind industry didn’t seem interested in the idea that 
several weeks out of the year one could just shut down the facility to 
accomodate migratory birds.

CItIzen SCIenCe

Citizen Science has benefits since with limited staff there is a lot of 
ground to cover. but Citizen Science has limits. Some participants have 
great species knowledge, but we tell them were to go—so they don’t 
just go to their favorite places all the time. team leaders will designate 
monitoring areas, to get better distribution in data. Professionals do the 
analysis. obtaining negative data is also important. there isn’t much 
data for invertebrates, lichens, ground squirrels etc. obtaining data on 
small mammals will be more difficult than birds. You will have to trap it 
to Id it. Purple martins are surveyed using Citizen Science.
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[Figure XI.1.6  offICe of kImball garrett.]

mItIgatIon

any (private development) project that disturbs mojave ground squirrel 
habitat must do mitigation. to mitigate  for every 1 acre of land used for 
solar, 3-5 acres must be saved for habitat elsewhere. 

however, there is not enough privately owned land to mitigate all the 
projects proposed. If you take the top 25 solar projects, and multiply the 
amount of land needed by five times, there are just not enough acres of 
habitat.

With the desert tortoise land they sometimes just charge a fee-10k an 
acre for mitigation.

PhotovoltaICS and natUral reSoUrCeS

the base had envisioned building the oro verde Pv solar project as a 
potential profit generator. DOD would produce energy on site and sell 
it back to the grid. meetings were conducted. the nature Conservancy 
made recommendations.

they planned to avoid grading, to mow vegetation (for safety purposes 
during the installation phase), avoid cultural sites, streams. there would 
be no use of brine water to control wind-borne erosion (using salt 
crystals to bind dust). they would monitor for introduced weeds.

The configuration was to be irregular, because it had to avoid impacting 
all the cultural and natural resources. reinke thought the panels might 
possibly be compatible with wildlife, because they would provide 

management of bIologICal reSoUrCeS

“We don’t want to be an island of biodiversity in the middle of wind 
turbines.”

nature Conservancy report: “biodiversity on department of defense 
lands”—this report has the oft-cited chart showing dod has the least 
land but the most endangered species.

managIng orv USe

When monitored effectively, use of land for orv is just like growing 
corn on the land. you devote it for that one use, and it will not cause 
problems for natural resources. however, orv use should be restricted 
to areas that were historically disturbed—not pristine areas. good 
management will include monitoring for weeds. the military is a 
dictatorship—there is a chain of command. So orv users respect the 
rules on the base—this is different than the situation off the base.

Pm10 PollUtIon

eafb is not in compliance with ePa’s Pm10 standards. Sometimes there 
are big dust storms, but not all the time. they could come more often 
with climate change and as the solar industry grows.

erin Questad, Plant ecologist

2-11-2013, Cal Poly Pomona department of biology, with jane tsong

PlannIng for ClImate Change

assisted migration is controversial because the species that is 
reintroduced into a habitat in which it has not evolved, will be 
interacting with species it hasn’t evolved with.

  

other ISSUeS

bees: promotion of pollination.

Find out what crops they are growing. Select for flowers that are timed 
to complement timing of crop flowers.

dr. leong at Cal Poly is studying pollination of watermelons by native 
honeybees. her students are studying how the surrounding landscape 
affects the bee community.

ComPUter modellIng

SC Wildland’s desert linkages map (Penrod, 2012) looks like a human-
made landscape. It illustrates the concept of anthropocene. 

regarding a detailed distribution map of mojave ground squirrel habitat 
created through computer modelling: modelling programs can add 
complexity that isn’t there.

however, our group can recommend we need more data. We can 
identify gaps.

When does reduction of Critical habitat lead to a downward spiral—
the extinction vortex? this depends on quality of the habitat. Is it 
high quality habitat? It will depend on the species. Some managers, 
to be conservative, might define critical habitat broadly. The intention 
is to save the species by saving more land. however, this may be a 
disservice to the species if we end up conserving low quality habitat 
when we could have focused our resources on conserving smaller areas 
of high quality habitat. the quality of Critical habitat that is designated 
depends on the research available. 

danny reinke, nePa manager/Principal Scientist, 
edwards air force base environmental management

2-7-2014, edwards air force base (eafb), with Carlos flores, tyler 
Prestien, katie russell, jane tsong

eafb overvIeW

10k people work on base. 2k of the 10k are actual military. 8k are civil 
service.

the dry lake bed is made of bentonite, a volcanic clay soil. It is 2,000ft 
from surface to bedrock.

The lake bed is very flat. If water fills the lakebed to the edge, the 
deepest part is only 12 inches.

the lake bed is a national asset, the main reason eafb is located there. 
It is great for emergency landing (huge runway). eafb does primarily 
testing and prototypes.

agriculture cracked the soil of the dry lake bed by pumping the 
groundwater basin and depleting the water resources to the point it 
cracked the soil. 

all bases also have Integrated resources Cultural management Plans. 
eafb has many resources: human (prehistoric, historic, homesteads). 
almost half of eafb land was once private land, so there is a lot of 
cultural value on eafb.

bIologICal reSoUrCeS at eafb

listed species at eafb are mojave ground squirrel (State), desert 
tortoise (federal), and desert cymopterus.

eafb has 30 years of documented wildlife studies. blm land surrounds 
eafb but has less resources for management.

eafb doesn’t want to be the only refuge for biodiversity left because 
then they will have many more regulations on what they can and cannot 
do.

this part of the mojave is transitional. It doesn’t have the 
characteristics of the typical mojave.

Under the Sykes act, dod was required to inventory land and resources 
to produce the InrmP. because of this, dod has good inventories. 
eafb has a herbarium for all plants. they have 20-30 years of studies.

hQa (habitat Quality Site assessments): eafb has 60 hQas from the 
early 1990s. There are 30 years of counts for species.

because military base with natural resources has an Integrated natural 
resources management Plan (InrmP), eafb has documented and 
studied the species on site. the surrounding land is blm land. 

90% of known populations of the rare desert cymopterus are on EAFB. 
recently, a group found desert cymopterus on blm land, where it 
hadn’t been documented before. thus, numerous species may exist in 
other places, they just aren’t as well documented as on eafb.

blm has less resources. the blm mandate is to allow multiple uses. 
So it’s not hard to get permits approved unless applications involve the 
desert tortoise.

all government studies are paid for with taxes, and are thus available to 
the public.
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the sport hunters
11-23-2013, fairmont Store, with jane tsong and katie russell

at the fairmont market were two caucasian men and two children 
about 10 years old. they had come from hermosa beach. however, they 
bought land up here so that they could bring their kids up here to play.

they were hunters of pheasants, quail and bobcats.

the presence of these birds is seasonal. the pheasants are found in 
agricultural fields during a certain part of the season. You can ask the 
property owners for permission to hunt on their fields. However, mostly 
they just hunt on their own land.

you are not allowed to manipulate your land to maximize hunting 
opportunities. that’s considered “take.” many people are now selling 
their land for use as wind and solar.

Wind developments are the #1 killer of birds of prey.

there is still a lot of open grazing around. all the way til owens valley 
is a lot of open grazing.

In ten years, he anticipates the area will be a huge wind farm. Private 
companies are paying a lot for land. People who want the money are 
happy for it. the companies are subsidized by the state.

Windmills at least still have vegetation under them. however, for solar, 
they remove all the vegetation.

[Figure XI.1.7   dr. rob farber of dUStbUSterS, WIth the 606 team.]

mojave ground squirrels refuge from predators, and would provide 
shade to tortoises. this was not implemented because solar has 
become less profitable, with less incentives now that the state is close 
to reaching its renewable energy targets.

300 acres would be needed to produce 150 acres of solar production. 
the large footprint was necessary to avoid impacting biological and 
cultural resources.

this would, indeed, be a grand experiment. monitoring would be 
possible because they have a lot of knowledge of species on the site 
over 30 years of documentation.

a “Power Purchase agreement” would entail selling power to the 
state, but the state doesn’t need anymore solar production right now, 
as it has met its goal. 

this however will change in the future when offsets change.

other faCIlItIeS at eafb

eafb waters its golf course with recycled water. they have a water 
cleaning plant on base and clean water to the tertiary level.

eafb has small Pv solar already. any solar produced must be sold to 
the state.

 SteWardShIP

education is an important factor in helping people understand the 
importance of biodiversity.

People out there don’t screw stuff up on purpose. People become 
protective of the desert tortoise if they know about it and understand 
it. anyone who comes to work on the base has to be educated about 
tortoises. most of eafb is buffer. We don’t want people to build 
houses next to us because we are noisy. there is a program to acquire 
more buffer land.

 

range envIronmental ProteCtIon InItIatIve

range environmental Protection Initiative (rePI), a dod program 
to conserve natural resources and limit development around base, 
requires a partner—the nature Conservancy. dod buys the land, then 
tnC is given the title. then they establish a conservation easement 
around the base. this program limits development around military 
bases. 

eafb had $62 million to spend to acquire land. however, they could 
not acquire any because renewable energy interests have bought up 
options on all the land. yet there is not enough land to mitigate all that 
development. other bases, however, were able to buy thousands of 
acres under this arrangement.

rick zimmer, Urban Planner, Cal Poly Pomona

2-18-2014, Cal Poly Pomona department of Urban and regional 
Planning, with Carlos flores, tyler Prestien, jane tsong

bIodIverSIty PlannIng

the riverside County multi Species habitat Conservation Plan is a 
fascinating planning document. It was the outcome of conversations 
between developers, County, City, fish & game (fed and State levels) 
and USaCe. you can actually go online and pull up parcels to see how 
they are designated/zoned.

mItIgatIon

on a purchased piece of land (a sensitive species on that property), 
mitigation measures for that development could be satisfied outside of 
the county or even state/region to satisfy the measure.

  
zonIng

Zoning by definition separates out land uses into single use. Zoning 
happens at local and county levels. County zoning is relevant if the area 
is not incorporated into a city.

zoning is always market driven in some way. Planners are responding to 
developers. designing a general plan means doing market analysis.

for a computer model, the players are: County’s general plan, Cities’ 
general plan. each city has one. assume these will be the pattern. the 
plans will specify the time period they were designed for.

there is no way to project out how solar development will develop 
without doing more intense analysis. If solar companies bought land 
they might hang onto it if it’s not feasible to develop economically right 
now. many of these companies may be startups. Some might sit on the 
land for 50 years til the land gains value or the companies go bankrupt, 
putting the land in the hands of the bank. 

for planning, the vision must come out of the community. We cannot 
plan a vision. We can educate the community but we can’t tell them 
what it should be 50 yrs from now. 

even if the energy companies are putting money into small urban 
development, they cannot ‘create’ a boom town. their motives may be: 
1) to buy off the towns, 2) they need a place for their employees to live. 

the markets vary and change, technology changes. don’t plan things 
that will quickly go out of date. Don’t aim for a fifty year plan, but for 
a list of long-range considerations that need to be dealt with as this 
area evolves. for example: ten factors you need to consider about 
the landscape, climate, natural resources, open space, development, 
pollination issues, habitat corridor issues, conservation issues, etc. this 
document can be a reference for planners. aim for prototype designs, 
not specific designs. Show drawings of how different considerations 
will play out. 

frame the project as a handbook with checklists.
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leaSt bell’S vIreo

[marSh and agrICUltUral]

[Figure XI.2.1d   leaSt bell’S vIreo. Source: CWhr, USfW]

arroyo toad

[rIParIan] 

[Figure XI.2.1b   arroyo toad. Source: CWhr, USfW]

CaCtUS Wren le Conte’S thraSher

[large UndIStUrbed eXPanSeS]

[Figure XI.2.1c  CaCtUS Wren. Source: CWhr] [Figure XI.2.1e  le Conte’S thraSher. Source: CWhr]

toWnSend’S bIg-eared bat
[Figure XI.2.1a  toWnSend’S bIg-eared bat. Source: CWhr]

[other]

this series of distribution maps (Figures XI.2.1a-i) compares habitat needs of 
a sampling of species of conservation concern in the study area. the maps 
are arranged in broad groupings: riparian specialists, species with a strong 
relationship to open and agricultural land, and specialists that require large 
expanses of undisturbed habitat.

XI.2. SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MAPS
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horned lark loggerhead ShrIke

[oPen land and agrICUltUral]

[Figure XI.2.1f   horned lark. Source: CWhr] [Figure XI.2.1g  loggerhead ShrIke. Source: CWhr]

northern harrIer SWaInSon’S haWk

[Figure XI.2.1i  SWaInSon’S haWk. Source: CWhr][Figure XI.2.1h  northern harrIer. Source: CWhr]


